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Exercises on the Laplace Transform
I Exercise 1. Solve the following Cauchy problems, by using the well-known Laplace-transform
method; verify a posteriori that what you obtained is indeed the solution of the Cauchy problem.
1.
8>><>>:
u00   3u0 + 2u = 2 cos t+ 6 sin t
u(0) = 2
u0(0) =  1
[Solution: et   e2t + 2 cos t]
2.
8>><>>:
u00   3u0 + 2u = 2 t2   6 t+ 2
u(0) = 3
u0(0) = 3
[Solution: t2 + 3 et]
3.
8>><>>:
u00   6u0 + 9u = 9 t  6
u(0) = 1
u0(0) = 4
[Solution: t+ e3t ]
4.
8>><>>:












u00   4u0 + 4u = et
u(0) = 3
u0(0) = 5
[Solution: et + 2 e2t]
7.
8>><>>:
u00   2u0 + 10u = 40
u(0) = 4
u0(0) = 3
[Solution: 4 + et sin(3t)]
8.
8>><>>:
u00   2u0 + 10u = 0
u(0) =  2
u0(0) = 1
[Solution: et sin(3t)  2 et cos(3t)]
9.
8>><>>:
u00   4u0 + 4u = 4(t+ 3)
u(0) = 7
u0(0) = 6
[Solution: 3 e2t   t e2t + 4 + t]
10.
8>><>>:
u00   4u = et(1 + 6t)
u(0) = 1
u0(0) = 7
[Solution: e2t   e 2t + et + 2 t et]
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